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Executive Summary 

The EVIDENT project explores the role of behavioural interventions on energy consumers to enable 

them to make more energy effective choices. The EVIDENT project uses Randomised Control Trial 

(RTC) to collect data. In addition, real-time energy data will be used for estimating energy consumption 

patterns across consumers in different socio-economic and demographic categories. Understanding 

the electricity consumption behaviour of residential households is key to understanding the individual 

needs of people, improving the service level of power companies, and improving the stability of the 

power grid. Through in-depth analysis of power consumption, it is possible to reduce the peak load of 

the power grid. For this, the EVIDENT project will investigate a data-driven Machine Learning (ML) 

analysis on pre-treatment data for the RTC design. 

Furthermore, it will compare the ML methodologies with traditional econometric energy consumption 

and production forecasting models. The project will provide policymakers with an easy way to design 

and evaluate new policies. Advanced features in the EVIDENT platform like Big Data analytics and 

visualisation will be available. They will help design better targeting interventions.  
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1. Introduction  

In recent years, digital technologies have transformed our economy and society, affecting our daily 

life. The innovations that depend on data provide new personalised services with better quality and 

support. Citizens trust the data and have authorised its storage and use, even as public data. 

Furthermore, public data must comply with the strict European Union regulation regarding data 

protection [1]. Likewise, the increasing volume of industrial, personal, public-sector data and 

European level data from the new tools for processing massive data will be a possible source for 

exploration and innovation. Numerous organisations consider anonymisation to be the solution that 

will solve all data protection and privacy issues in Big Data [2]. Citizens should make better decisions 

based on knowledge derived from non-personal data. Figure 1 represents an instance of a data 

repository. 

 

Figure 1 - Data Lake1 

Personalised medicine enables doctors to make diagnoses based on the data, which helps them 

discover cures or preventive treatments for diseases. Moreover, data is the fuel of economic growth 

and the foundation for many new products and services that increase productivity. As a result, are 

able to increase resource efficiency in all sectors of the economy, making it possible to personalise 

products and services and contribute to improving the policy-making and upgrading public services. 

 

 

 

1 Based on https://towardsdatascience.com/augment-your-data-lake-analytics-with-snowflake-b417f1186615 
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Using a set of large-scale Randomised Control Trials (RTC), surveys, and assessment methodologies, 

EVIDENT aims to create a standard method to integrate behavioural characteristics and patterns into 

a data algorithm for optimisation. Real-time data for the end users' energy consumption provide an 

opportunity for extracting useful information. EVIDENT will collect data from various sources such as 

weather and household data, as well as socio-demographic characteristics data. 

 Purpose of the Deliverable 

This deliverable aims to provide an overview of Big Data features and the tools required for analysing 

Big Data. A main contribution of the EVIDENT project is to use Big Data for assessing the impact of 

behavioural biases in energy consumption. The massive energy data supplies a new method to explore 

and understand individuals' energy consumption behaviour, enhancing energy efficiency, and 

encouraging energy conservation. 

 Relation with other Deliverables and Tasks 

This deliverable will provide inputs to EVIDENT WP2 "Policy intervention and policy design” and WP4 

"Econometric Analysis and policy evaluation". It will also contribute to the implementation of use case 

3. 

 Structure of the Document 

This deliverable is structured as follows: 

• Section 2 –Big Data Analytics: This section delivers an overview of the Big Data concept and 

cloud computing paradigm. Furthermore, it presents related EU funded Big Data projects. 

• Section 3 – Big Data Technologies: This section provides an overview of available Big Data tools 

and presents the core Big Data infrastructure biases through four layers. 

• Section 4 – Energy data analytics for policymaking: This section presents a methodology for 

leveraging energy-related data towards policymaking. In addition, it presents the utilised 

energy dataset. 

• Section 5 - The role of Big Data in assessing the impact of behavioural insights in energy 

consumption: This section presents the design of a RTC that leverages and provides directions 

for use-cases relevant to the impact of behavioural insights in energy consumption.  
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2. Big Data Analytics   

Due to the rapid advancement of digitalisation, the volume of data is exponentially increasing. Data 

can include useful insights; however, they have to be appropriately stored and analysed in order to 

extract these insights. Figure 2 represents a Big Data infrastructure where, with the help of data 

management mechanisms, the collected data are processed for mining, analytics, search, and 

enrichment. 

 

 

The efficient combination of additional multivariate data with higher dimensions is an emerging 

research topic [3]. For example, through predictive analytics, it is possible to extract information from 

data towards predicting future outcomes. Finally, with a lot of data and computation power could 

achieve considerable things such as: “Eradicate electrical energy leakage and fraud detection 

 or “Enhance reliable, sustainable, safe, effective operation of the power” and “Demand response 

management” [4]. In the aforementioned cases, there exist some common steps that have to be 

carried out, namely storing, managing, and analysis 

Nowadays, the pace of data produced from the Internet of Things (IoT) devices is extremely rapid; 

every device can generate data and store it on-premises or on the cloud. These data can be collected, 

processed, and transformed into useful knowledge. However, these raw data cannot be directly 

processed. As a result, prior to their actual processing, several pre-processing techniques need to be 

applied towards structuring and formatting them appropriately. A detailed description of the data 

mining process is provided in Figure 3. 

Figure 2 - Turning Big Data into functional knowledge 
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Figure 3 - Data mining process  

 

Traditional methods for analysing data have evolved by incorporating intelligent methods like 

Machine Learning (ML). Therefore, it is possible to obtain better and more accurate outcomes. 

Similarly, these advanced methods can transform the data into intelligent data that can support the 

decision-making process. Figure 4 depicts an overview of the main data mining techniques.  

 

 

 

Figure 4 - Data mining methods 
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 Characteristic of Big Data 

The Big Data concept refers to large-volume data that are challenging for traditional technologies to 

collect, store, and analyse [5]. In this respect, various models have been proposed to define Big Data, 

with the most common one being the ‘5Vs’ model, namely Volume, Velocity, Variety, Veracity, and 

Value [6], [7] (Figure 5). Each of the ‘5Vs’ is explained in more detail as follows:  

• Volume refers to collecting massive amounts of data originating from multiple sources. Also, 

Volume imposes the most critical challenges for Information and Communication 

Technologies. 

• Velocity refers to the increasing speed of generating, processing, analysing, and storing data 

in appropriate formats. This is an important aspect since the prompt availability of data can 

considerably impact the analysis process. 

• Variety refers to the heterogeneity of the data and their origins. Data can be unstructured, 

structured, or semi-structured. Therefore, each case requires further analysis and storage 

processes. 

• Veracity is concerned with the accuracy and quality of the data. In essence, it refers to the 

level of trustiness associated with the data. 

• Value refers to the outcomes that are generated by the processing of the data. Value is 

considered the most important V since raw data have no value unless processed to obtain 

valuable results. These outcomes can range from pattern recognition to insight discoveries 

and assist decision-making. Figure 5 represents the Big Data 5Vs. 

 

Figure 5 - Big Data 5Vs 

Big Data Analytics (BDA) reflects the challenges inherent in managing data that is too large, 

unstructured, and dynamic to be managed using traditional methods. The massive amounts of data 

processing to extract meaningful information and competitive advantages has become increasingly 
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important for organisations worldwide. Analysing such massive data volumes requires sophisticated 

analytical methods that are able to efficiently review and accurately forecast actions towards 

supporting the decision-making process. 

ML techniques are used to discover relationships and patterns among large data volumes. ML 

techniques include supervised and semi-supervised learning (e.g., learning from labelled data) [8], 

unsupervised learning (e.g., extracting features or identifying hidden relationships) [9], and deep 

reinforcement learning (e.g., goal-oriented learning) [10]. ML techniques can be divided into 

regression, dimensionality reduction, and clustering techniques. Decision tree learning, neural 

networks, association rule learning, Bayesian networks, and support vector machines are examples of 

learning. 

Computational Intelligence (CI) is considered a subclass of ML in which algorithms are used to mimic 

reasoning and processing mechanisms of humans based on multiple data sources [11]. CI consists of 

nature-inspired computational techniques and methodologies that aim to solve complicated real-

world problems. These problems cannot be solved analytically due to their uncertainty, high 

complexity, and stochastic nature. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) [12], Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) 

[13], and Fuzzy Logic (FL) [14] comprise the fundamental methods for addressing such kinds of 

problems. 

 Cloud Computing and Big Data 

Big Data have common characteristics that define the processing approach. Due to their massive 

volume, hardware clusters are required for efficient processing. To this end, cloud computing is a 

promising asset toward addressing the increased computational requirements of Big Data [15]. Cloud 

computing is a novel paradigm that leverages the latest communication and computing technologies 

advancements. It aims to provide on-demand access to a set of computing and storage resources 

hosted in a remote location (e.g., a datacentre) and managed by a cloud service provider [16]. Cloud 

computing offers various benefits compared to conventional on-premises computing, including 

reduced hardware costs, increased scalability, and higher customisation. 

The on-demand access to resources is realised through virtualisation [17]. Virtualisation employs 

software technologies to create an abstraction layer over the underlying hardware, allowing for 

sharing hardware components multiple Virtual Machines (VMs). Although running on the same 

hardware, each VM is considered an independent system. In this respect, based on the virtualised 

elements, virtualisation can be categorised into a desktop, processor, storage, and network 

virtualisation. Virtualisation enables more efficient resource utilisation, faster service provisioning, 

robustness against faults, and simpler management.  

By leveraging virtualisation technologies, several cloud computing models can be realised, namely 

Infrastructure-as-a-Service (Iaas) [18], Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) [19], and Software-as-a-Service 

(SaaS) [20]. In particular, IaaS enables users to access computing resources over the internet on-

demand and dynamically scale the resources. PaaS provides software engineers with an on-demand 

platform for managing, developing, and testing, applications. Finally, SaaS consists of application 

software hosted on the cloud. At the same time, users access it via a web browser or an Application 
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Programming Interface (API). In summary, these cloud computing models can effectively reduce 

acquisition, administration, and maintenance costs and meet temporary utilisation demands. 

2.2.1  European Open Science Cloud (EOSC) 

The European Open Science Cloud (EOSC) portal delivers researchers, creators, and businesses a 

unified and open multi-disciplinary environment to find, reuse, and publish tools, services, and data, 

for educational and research purposes. EOSC aspires to create a European cloud of FAIR services and 

data. 

 

 

Figure 6 - FAIR principles  

Figure 6 illustrates the FAIR principle that stands for findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable 

data. Some providers offer their cloud infrastructure, while the end-users choose the most 

appropriate infrastructure for their project. The infrastructure provides standard tools for searching 

all repositories that are effortless to find, access and reuse in the EOSC framework. 

The primary objective of the EOSC primary is to create a framework for open science towards and 

facilitate researchers to share their results, tools, and data to develop new knowledge, leading to 

innovative discoveries. In this direction, EOSC provides a portal catalogue, along with a marketplace, 

that enables researchers to discover, store, share and analyse research data. Figure 7 illustrates the 

EOSC scientific process. 
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Figure 7 - Scientific process at EOSC 

The scientific resources could be stored at repositories like zenodo.org and processed with Open AIRE. 

The EOSC offers a research environment that provides access to the output and services needed.  

Figure 8 illustrates the users and the resource providers in the marketplace. 

 

Figure 8 - EOSC marketplace2 

 

 

 

2 Taken from: https://marketplace.eosc-portal.eu/api_docs 

https://marketplace.eosc-portal.eu/api_docs
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The portal is a collaboration platform connecting services and resources from real projects like 

governance and policymakers’ projects. The eosc-portal.eu site allows the researchers to discover, 

compare, and access resources via a single-usage entry catalogue. The EOSC portal simplifies all 

research lifecycle stages to embrace innovation in Europe. Figure 9 illustrates the Strategic 

Implementation Plan for EOSC. 

 

Figure 9 - EOSC Strategic Implementation Plan 

 Relevant Big Data Analytics Project  

Table 1 presents related EU funded Big Data projects that aim for more effective and efficient Big Data 

management. 

Table 1 – Relevant Big Data Projects 

Name [Topic] Summary 

TOREADOR: TrustwOrthy 

model-awaRE Analytics 

Data platform [ICT-16-2015 

- Big Data - research] 

Organisations throughout Europe have recognised the potential 

competitive advantage that timely and accurate BDA can provide but lack 

the IT expertise and budget necessary to exploit them fully. The 

TOREADOR project aims to overcome several significant roadblocks that 

have prevented many EU businesses from fully leveraging the benefits of 

BDA. In this direction, TOREADOR employs a BDA as a Service model 

approach, providing models of the entire BDA process and its artefacts. 

TOREADOR's open, standard-compliant models will enable significant 

automation and commoditisation of BDA while allowing for easy 

customisation to domain-specific customer requirements. 
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PrEstoCloud: Proactive 

Cloud Resources 

Management at the Edge 

for Efficient Real-Time Big 

Data Processing [ICT-06-

2016 - Cloud Computing] 

The PrEstoCloud project aims to contribute to the real-time application 

cloud computing domains to develop a distributed, self-adaptive, and 

dynamic architecture for processing Big Data streams. Specifically, the 

project aims to combine cloud computing, mobile processing, and real-

time Big Data in a novel way, enabling proactive cloud resource utilisation 

and extending the fog computing paradigm to the edge. Based on the 

microservices paradigm, PrEstoCloud will address the challenges of real-

time BGDA in cloud-based environments. Finally, the PrEstoCloud 

solution will be evaluated and validated in several complementary and 

challenging case scenarios. 

BigClouT: Big Data meeting 

Cloud and IoT for 

empowering the citizen 

clout in smart cities [EUJ-

02-2016 - IoT/Cloud/Big 

Data platforms in social 

application contexts] 

The overall goal of the BigClouT project is to equip a city with intelligence 

by integrating distributed intelligence into a city's network. The massive 

numbers of connected devices introduce several technical challenges in 

terms of scalability, interoperability, and security. BigClouT aims to 

address these challenges and leverage the availability of massive data 

volumes to build a community of users that will develop their 

applications/businesses on the BigClouT solution. 

I-BiDaaS: Industrial-Driven 

Big Data as a Self-Service 

Solution [ICT-16-2017 - Big 

Data PPP: research 

addressing main 

technology challenges of 

the data economy 

I-BiDaaS aspires to facilitate users to interact with Big Data technologies 

by designing and developing an integrated solution that considerably 

accelerates data analysis and facilitates cross-domain data flows. I-BiDaaS 

will develop data computing tools and methods applicable to real-world 

scenarios towards facilitating experimentation. Three real-world, 

industry-led experiments in the domains of telecommunications, 

manufacturing, and finance will tangibly validate I-BiDaaS. The I-BiDaaS 

solution will assist EU businesses in increasing their efficiency and 

competitiveness. 

BigDataOcean: Exploiting 

Ocean's of Data for 

Maritime Applications [ICT-

14-2016-2017 - Big Data 

PPP: cross-sectorial and 

cross-lingual data 

integration and 

experimentation] 

BigDataOcean's mission is to leverage recent advancements in the Big 

Data-driven economy domain and establish a completely new value chain 

of interconnected data streams. These streams will originate from 

heterogeneous domains and will be delivered in various formats towards 

revolutionizing the operation of maritime-related industries. This 

BigDataOcean infrastructure will comprise four scenarios generating a 

massive amount of data towards building a large maritime database as a 

data-driven collaborative resource. Finally, BigDataOcean will enable 

users to upload public and private data and connect them via private and 

public diagrams and queries. 

BD4NRG: Big Data for Next-

Generation Energy [DT-ICT-

11-2019 - Big Data 

solutions for energy] 

Next-generation energy technologies will fundamentally alter how the 

world generates and consumes energy. Starting with the decentralisation 

of the energy system, a fair and secure engagement between Big Data 

and Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies is necessary. To accomplish 
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this, three is a need for more standardised Big Data architectures for 

smart grids. In this direction, the BD4NRG project will create a reference 

architecture for smart energy that will bring together disparate 

architectures and an interoperable AI-driven BDA framework. This 

enables cross-stakeholder data-driven services and complete 

interoperability between cutting-edge Big Data technologies and smart 

grid standards and operational frameworks. 

BIG IoT: Bridging the 

Interoperability Gap of the 

Internet of Things [ICT-30-

2015 - Internet of Things 

and Platforms for 

Connected Smart Objects] 

BIG IoT project aims to address the interoperability issues among IoT 

platforms by creating IoT services and applications marketplaces. In 

particular, the project will define a unified, generic Web API for smart 

object platforms enabling service, application, and platform providers to 

monetise their assets, lowering market entry barriers for developers, and 

introducing incentives for open-source services, applications, and 

platforms. 

SYNERGY: Big Energy Data 

Value Creation within 

SYNergetic enERGY-as-a-

service Applications 

through trusted multi-party 

data sharing over an AI Big 

Data analytics marketplace 

[DT-ICT-11-2019 - Big Data 

solutions for energy] 

The SYNERGY project aims to introduce a reference Big Data architecture 

and platform that enables energy stakeholders to enhance the 

optimisation of energy generation, distribution, and consumption and 

engage in sharing of data models towards collaborative intelligence. 

SYNERGY will design and implement a Big Data Platform and AI Analytics 

Marketplace, as well as Big Data-enabled applications, tailored to the 

energy domain. SYNERGY will be evaluated in five large-scale pilots 

involving various stakeholders, data sources, diverse assets, and grid 

conditions. 
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3. Big Data Technologies  

The massive volume of incoming raw data has to be suitably stored to facilitate further processing. As 

a result, Big Data storage mechanisms are gaining significant research interest. These mechanisms can 

be a combination of a filesystem tailored to the requirements of BDA and one or more databases. The 

purpose is to create values of a massive dataset by providing a comprehensive picture of what is 

happening to leverage the Big Data tools and predictive analytics to extract knowledge. Furthermore, 

new techniques for managing the real-time structure and unstructured data captured from various 

sources makes it difficult to determine the most valuable data. Nevertheless, the massive dataset 

gathered adds complexity to the information technologies infrastructure.  

Big Data platforms consist of multiple software, as well as hardware, components. The selection of Big 

Data technologies has to be defined according to the application requirements. Multiple Big Data 

platforms have been proposed recently, both proprietary and open-source, such as DataHub [21], 

BigQuery [22], Databricks [23], and Oracle Big Data [24], in order to help users manage the data 

sources and harmonise them with existing data to find new insights by exploiting underlying 

relationships. Big Data software has to utilise distributed systems to solve complex challenges. Usually, 

distributed systems are consistent with distributed storage and computation and provide increased 

processing power. A distributed system is a collection of independent computers, nodes, where they 

appear as a unified system. The purpose of distributed systems is to coordinate the nodes to use 

shared resources and provide a unified communication system to users. These systems feature 

multiple advantages, such as the high scalability and resilience. 

This section investigates of well-known Big Data frameworks by introducing a four-layer classification. 

Furthermore it provides an overview of Big Data architectures proposed in relevant projects. 

 Big Data Classifications  

The Hadoop ecosystem refer to tools formed from the Apache Hadoop framework [25] and consist of 

Apache project frameworks, as well as various tools and solutions. The main elements of Hadoop are 

Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), MapReduce, Yarn, along with the rest of the tools that are 

used to support these elements. These tools collectively provide process management, analysis, 

storage, data maintenance, and others.  

There are many different classifications and types for the Big Data technologies that have been 

developed. A Big Data system consists of many subsystems and components. This heterogeneity can 

also be observed at all system layers, such as the streaming and graph processing and batch 

processing. According to [26], Big Data technologies can be classified based on the following phases: 

1. Generation 

2. Acquisition  

3. Storage 

4. Analytics 
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Data generation refers to the generation of raw data, while acquisition defines the collection, 

transmission, and pre-processing of the raw data. Moreover, storage is associated with the persistent 

storing and management of large-scale datasets. Finally, data analysis consists of the analytical 

processes or tools to mode, investigate, and transform the data in order to extract their value.  

Similarly, an additional layer, namely the data layer, consists of the infrastructure, computing, and 

application layer. The work in [27] presents a Big Data system from a heterogeneity point of view. In 

this respect, the main components are categorised into four layers, as follows: 

1. Hardware  

2. Management 

3. Platform 

4. Application 

The heterogeneity paradigm is ideal for comprehending the Big Data infrastructure components and 

investigating their interconnection. It also maps each element into different layers to provide a 

comprehensive overview of a Big Data infrastructure. The aforementioned categorisation is presented 

in Error! Reference source not found.. The layers partition the components and represent Big Data's 

main properties. The hardware layer includes the physical components of the system, while the 

management layer is concerned with resource allocation and offers services to the application layer. 

Furthermore, the platform layer defines the primary processing and storage services, while the 

application layer hosts the BDA applications that leverage the services supplied by the lower layers. 

Table 2 - Big Data Technology Categories 

Heterogeneity Levels Big Data Technology Categories 

 

 

Application 

Data, Batch & Stream &Graph 

Analytics 

Content Analysis 

Machine learning Natural Language 

Programming 

Application Framework Search Engine 

SQL-Hadoop Data Modelling 

Data Acquisition Library collection  

 

Platform 

Data serialisation Data stream and Graph 

processing  

Data layout Execution Framework 

Memory storage Machine learning framework 

Data and Graph Storage Workflow scheduling 

 System Interface 
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Management 

Cloud Application Application Management  

Container Resource Management 

Cluster manager 

 

Hardware 

Memory Type CPU Type and Number of 

Cores 

Storage Type Accelerator modules 

3.1.1 Hardware Level 

The processing and storage capabilities of the servers are becoming cheaper and reducing the large-

scaled cluster cost, thus facilitating the deployment of a BDA infrastructure. Moreover, advanced 

processing components, such as Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) and accelerator modules, can be 

also included.  

3.1.2 Management level 

The management layer is responsible for managing hardware components' resources. In this direction, 

several approaches can be adopted including operating systems, container technologies, 

virtualisation, as well as a combination of these. In recent years, the use of virtualisation has become 

a standard management infrastructure tool. In addition, container-based virtualisation offers better 

utilisation of the system hardware. Also, additional tools can improve the management operations, 

such as monitoring, resource scheduling, coordination, and messaging tools. Table 3 provides an 

overview of such tools [27]. 

Table 3 - Management level components  

Type Tools Description 

Virtualisation 

Resources 

Manager 

VMware 

vSphere Big 

Data Extensions 

vSphere supports Big Data with Apache Hadoop workloads. Big 

Data Extensions supplies an integrated set of management 

mechanisms to help enterprises deploy, operate, and manage 

Hadoop on a shared virtual infrastructure. 

Cluster Manager Apache Mesos Apache Mesos is an open-source cluster manager that manages 

computer clusters. It was developed at the University of 

California, Berkeley. 

Hadoop Yarn Yarn consists of the Resource Manager and the Node Manager 

form the data-computation framework. 

Kubernetes Kubernetes, also known as K8s, is an open-source strategy for 

automating deployment, scaling, and managing containerised 

applications. 

 Docker Docker is an open-source containerisation platform. It allows 

engineers to package applications into containers—standardised 
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Container 

Resources 

Manager 

executable pieces integrating application source code with the 

operating system 

CoreOS CoreOS is an open-source lightweight operating system based on 

the Linux kernel and designed for providing infrastructure to 

clustered deployments 

Cluster 

Monitoring 

Apache Helix Apache Helix is a generic cluster management framework used 

for the automatic management of partitioned, replicated and 

distributed resources 

Application 

Management 

Cloudera Cloudera Manager is an application management tool for the 

Cloudera Hadoop Distribution. 

Cloud 

Application 

Deployment 

Jcloud Jcloud is an open-source multi-cloud toolkit for the Java 

platform. 

Coordinator Zookeeper Zookeeper is a centralised service that provides distributed 

coordination that is highly reliable. 

Messaging 

Management 

Kafka Kafka provides a low-latency distributed messaging method for 

aggregating and transferring large data volumes. 

System 

Interface 

Hue Hue is a Web interface for analysing data with Apache Hadoop. 

 

3.1.3 Platform level 

The platform layer is responsible for allocating storage and processing resources from the system, 

such as Hadoop, the HDFS, and MapReduce. Hadoop is a component of the Hadoop framework and is 

focused on the efficient resource management. Table 4 provides a list of different frameworks that 

can be run on top of the HDFS [28]. 

 

Table 4 - Platform layer  

Type Tools Description 

 

Data Storage 

 

HDFS Apache HDFS is a distributed and fault-tolerant filesystem 

suitable for applications with large data volumes. 

Apache HBase HBase is the Hadoop database, a distributed, scalable, Big 

Data store 

Apache 

Cassandra 

Casandra offers a set of data models that combine the 

convenience of column indexes with the performance of log-
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structured updates, strong support for denormalisation, and 

materialised views. 

Graph Storage Titan 

 

Titan is a scalable graph database optimised for storing and 

querying graphs. 

In memory 

Storage 

Tachyon Tachyon is an open-source, memory-centric distributed file 

system enabling reliable file sharing at memory speed across 

cluster frameworks. 

Data serialisation Apache AVRO Apache Avro is a data serialisation system. 

Data processing Apache Spark Apache Spark is an open-source cluster computing system 

that aims to run programs faster by providing primitives for 

in-memory cluster computing. 

Stream 

processing 

Storm Storm is an open-source distributed real-time computation 

platform that offers stream processing capabilities. 

Machine learning 

framework 

H2O H2O is an open-source platform offering machine learning 

algorithms for classification and regression over Big Data. 

3.1.4 Application-level 

An application with different characteristics should run efficiently in the BDA infrastructure. Table 5 

provides the tools, grouping them according to the function type [27]. 

Table 5 - Application layer 

Type Tools Description 

Search Engine Elastic Search ElasticSearch provides a distributed, multitenant-capable full-

text search engine with a RESTful web interface. 

Machine Learning Mahout Mahout is a scalable machine learning and data mining library 

Data analysis Apache Spark 

SQL 

A fully Hive-compatible data storage that is built on top of 

Spark system  

SQL on Hadoop Impala Impala is an open-source Massively Parallel Processing query 

engine based on Hadoop. 

BigSQL Big SQL is a massively parallel processing SQL engine. 

Presto Presto is an open-source distributed SQL query engine for 

running interactive analytic queries. 

Blink Db BlinkDB is a massively parallel, approximate query engine for 

running interactive SQL queries. 

Application 

framework 

Apache Tez Apache Tez is a general-purpose resource management 

framework that allows for a complex processing. 

Apache Flink Flink provides powerful and high-performance programming 

abstractions for Java and Scala. 

 Big Data Analytics Tools  
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Section 3 explores the Big Data tools through the aforementioned four layers in order elaborate how 

the tools interact with the layers and how the classification process takes place. Apache Airflow 

provides a graphical user interface that authenticates and authorises users to the platform. Then the 

users could create the ETL Data pipeline. The Apache Kafka provide plenty of tools to handle messages 

and events. Furthermore, Apache Spark with MapReduce provides parallel processing and cluster 

programming to manage massive datasets. A brief overview of these tools is provided in the following 

subsections. 

3.2.1 Apache Spark 

Apache Spark has a similar programming model to Hadoop and is considered an improved variant of 

Hadoop improvement [29]. Apache Spark belongs to the platform level. A main drawback of Hadoop 

is that it requires different machines and different software platforms to collect, process, and analyse 

Big Data. However, Spark simplifies this process by offering a unified development environment, along 

with a large number of built-in libraries.  

3.2.2 Apache Kafka  

Apache Kafka is an open-source implementation of a software channel that uses stream processing 

[30]. It is a software platform developed by Apache Software written in Scala and Java programming 

languages. The project aims to deliver an integrated high-performance, low-latency platform for real-

time data handling. Kafka can combine with external systems (for data entry/export) via Kafka Connect 

and provides Kafka Streams, a Java streaming library. This "leads to bigger network packets, larger 

consecutive disk operations, consecutive memory blocks that allow Kafka to transform an explosive 

stream of random message recordings into linear recordings. 

Kafka servers are referred to as brokers and all the brokers that work together are referred to as a 

cluster. A cluster may consist of a single or multiple brokers. Kafka brokers use the Apache Zookeeper 

to determine which broker is the leader of a given partition and topic. Furthermore, Zookeeper keeps 

track of which brokers are part of the Kafka cluster and stores configuration for topics and permissions 

(Access Control Lists - ACLs). ACLs are Licenses associated with an entity. In Apache Kafka, this 

generally refers to a user’s authorisations concerning production and consumption and the topics 

themselves. Kafka nodes may gracefully join and leave the cluster. Finally, Kafka runs on the Java 

Virtual Machine (JVM). 

3.2.3 Extract, Transform, Load Pipeline 

Extract, Transform, Load (ETL) is a continuous, serial process with a well-defined workflow. ETL first 

pulls data from homogeneous or heterogeneous data sources. Extract, Load, Transform (ELT) is a 

variant of ETL, where the data are first loaded to the system and conversions take place after the data 

is loaded into the data warehouse. The ELT pipeline usually performs well when the target system is 

powerful enough to handle transformations. 

The ETL pipeline provides rational guidelines and a standard set of terminology. The abstract 

framework of data pipelines will help better organise and execute any data engineering work. In ETL, 

each step of the process usually depends on the previous one. A tool to assist and manage an ETL 

pipeline is Apache Airflow. Apache Airflow is a platform for developing, scheduling, and monitoring 
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workflows via scheduling. In Airflow, workflows are represented as work-directed acyclic graphs 

(DAGs), thereby facilitating the management and editing processes. The user interface makes it easy 

to visualise the production pipelines operating, track progress, and troubleshoot when needed. 

 Big Data Architectures 

The authors in [31] introduced a domain-independent BDA framework for smart cities. The proposed 

framework is based on six-design principles: layered design, standardised data collection, historical 

and real-time processing, management and aggregation of models, and sequential and iterative data 

analysis. In particular, the management and aggregation of models generated from the processing 

enable the creation of a repository as a type of knowledge memory of the smart city and facilitate the 

sharing of the analysis results among relevant stakeholders. 

The authors in [32] designed a new architecture for data ingestion and historical data analysis to 

extract important information for real-time analysis. In this respect, historical analytics aim to improve 

the quality of real-time analysis. The proposed architecture was implemented using Apache Spark and 

Hadoop to collect, store, ingest, and process the data collected from IoT nodes. 

A BDA framework consisting of six layers is presented in [33]. Two processing methodologies are 

leveraged in the proposed framework: Fuzzy Logic (FL) and Deep Neural Networks (DNN). To evaluate 

and validate its performance, the authors investigated a scenario involving predicting the demand for 

taxies towards optimizing their locations in real-time. The results showed that the proposed 

framework led to lower waiting and travel times, increased availability of taxies, and minimal 

emissions.  

The BDA solution presented in [34] focuses on increasing a smart city's resilience against disasters and 

facilitating their management. Through the combination of IoT and BDA, the proposed solution 

collects and analyses offline and streaming data towards providing early warnings and useful 

information for the management of disasters. The Apache Hadoop ecosystem and Apache Spark are 

utilised to implement the complete platform for the data collection, storage, processing, and alert 

generation. The authors used simulated data generated from gas and fire sensors, road traffic 

generators, and Twitter feed data to evaluate the solution's performance in terms of throughput and 

processing time.  

A BDA approach to extract electric energy consumption patterns is presented in [35]. The approach 

investigates four clustering validity indices and applies a clustering algorithm. A voting method is 

adopted to select the optimal clusters from the indices results. At the same time, the distributed k-

means algorithm is used for clustering. Finally, the authors leveraged the original energy consumption 

datasets to generate synthetic ones to evaluate the proposed approach in computing time. 

The authors in [36] designed a BDA platform to facilitate the design, development, maintenance, and 

exploitation of smart energy services using cross-domain IoT data. The platform aims to assist energy 

stakeholders and authorities by simplifying the procedure of multi-source information gathering and 

transformation into meaningful insights and actionable recommendations. In this direction, a 

computing framework was developed, including the data analysis, cluster management, and 

scheduling processes. Apache Spark, Apache Mesos, and Apache Livy were selected for the processes 
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above, respectively. Moreover, the authors evaluated the proposed platform in real pilots. At the 

same time, the evaluation results showed significant reductions in the consumed energy and 

emissions and the associated costs. 

In [37], the authors present a broker-client-based BDA architecture energy-related analytics. The 

proposed architecture collects data from the distributed smart meters stored in appropriate formats 

using Apache HDFS. At the same time, the main processing engine, consisting of Apache Hadoop and 

HBase, carries out various procedures such as feature selection, classification regression, and 

clustering. After the processing, the results are presented in a web-based graphical user interface. 

Additionally, the authors evaluated the proposed architecture. They compared it against relevant 

state-of-art approaches in terms of processing speed. 

The authors in [38] developed a smart home energy management system that leverages BDA to 

increase energy-saving and home comfort. The J48 and WEKA algorithms are used to discover energy 

consumption and behavioural patterns in this direction. In contrast, RuleML and Apache Mahout 

formulate energy-saving recommendations based on the residents’ preferences. Finally, a smart home 

scenario was used. At the same time, the resident satisfaction and energy consumption were 

measured towards validating the proposed energy management system. 

 In [39] proposed a platform consisting of unsupervised data clustering, frequent pattern mining 

analysis on energy data, and a Bayesian network prediction scheme for forecasting energy 

consumption. The proposed platform collects the raw energy data and pre-processes them using the 

clustering above and pattern mining methods. Then, incremental frequent pattern mining and 

clustering are performed to discover repeating patterns. Additionally, the authors evaluated the 

platform using real-world energy consumption data. At the same time, the evaluation results show 

that the proposed platform can outperform state-of-art approaches such as Support Vector Machine 

(SVM) and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP). 

A BDA-enabled urban data management scheme is presented in [40]. Specifically, the proposed 

scheme is based on Apache HDFS and Apache Hadoop for data distribution and processing, 

respectively. In addition, a customised YARN framework was integrated to enable dynamic scheduling. 

Finally, the authors utilised annotated pollution datasets to evaluate the proposed scheme regarding 

processing speed and throughput as functions of the dataset size. 
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4. Energy data analytics for policy-making 

In D2.1 “Field Studies Serious Game and Surveys Protocols Design and Pilots Design”, there is an 

overview of the analysis and methodology adopted in EVIDENT use case 3. Compared to D2.1, this 

section provides more details and presents the process that will be followed for energy data analysis 

towards policymaking. The first subsection presents the energy data analysis, a starting point from a 

relevant project with a suitable data set, while the second subsection is focused on the energy datasets 

The third subsection presents the encountered challenges, while the fourth subsection presents the 

policymaking approach.  

BDA and Smart meter data offer a potential framework to design a data-driven system to support 

critical decision-making. According to [3], there is a research interest in BDA in two special sections of 

the smart grid, namely multivariant data fusion and high-performance computing. 

1. Multivariant data fusion: Most research works are focused on data analysis at energy 

consumption, while fewer aggregate data from external sources, such as weather data. 

2. High-performance computing: Distributed systems for energy analysis to execute algorithms 

for parallel execution should be further investigated. 

 

 

Figure 10 - Data analysis for policymaking  

Figure 10 depicts a conceptual view of the policymaking approach. The first step is the data collection, 

followed by the data analysis. The interventions are part of the third step, while a second analysis 

takes place in the fourth step.  

 Energy Data Analytics 

The Smart meter data feature massive volumes, thus Big Data infrastructures are valuable analysis 

solutions [41]. Furthermore, Smart meter data have to be aggregated with other datasets such as 

weather data or socio-demographic characteristics data.  
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As depicted in Figure 11, energy systems consist of multiple processes such as the generation, 

transmission, distribution, and consumption of energy, while the smart grid is mainly focused on the 

energy distribution process. The considered data consists of household consumption data and 

presents these elements. 

 

 

Figure 11 – Energy systems 

An essential device in multiple smart energy systems is a smart meter that generates raw energy data 

in the time dimension. Both the RCTs and the Smart meter data do not have labels. The RCTs are 

explained in D1.1 “Analysis of best practices”, in section 4. The relevant insights can be extracted after 

additional information, based on the consumer attributes, are aggregated. Furthermore, ML have to 

be applied methods to classify the data. 

4.1.1 Big Data Cleansing  

Data cleansing is a crucial step to maintaining data quality. Potential incomplete and wrong values in 

the dataset may lead to incorrect decisions. Data quality ensures the coherence and consistency of 

findings. Data quality and data cleansing are related and are the foundation for further data analysis. 

As presented in Error! Reference source not found., data cleansing is a multi-stage process. 

Data Analysis Verification
Mapping Rules 
and Workflow

Transformation Cleansed Data

 

Figure 12 - Data cleansing process 
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The number of stages depends on the data sources and the quality of the data. The first step is to 

analyse the data to detect potential errors, such as comparing the context of metadata and data. The 

next step is to apply mapping rules and workflows to uncover data errors. The third stage is the 

verification and confirmation of whether the data are clean. Finally, the last clean data can be stored 

at Data Lake or the data warehouse [42]. 

Big Data cleansing techniques include Cleanix, SCalable Automatic REpairing (SCARE), KATARA, and 

BingDansing [42]. Cleanix is a parallel Big Data cleansing system aiming to address the size and 

heterogeneity of data. It consists of four stages, namely data reading, missing values filling, local values 

broadcasting, and duplication resolution. SCARE is a ML approach that analyses the data, learns from 

it, and predicts the most probable errors, while KATARA adopts a different process by leveraging a 

knowledge database. Finally, BigDansing utilises rules to improve data quality. 

4.1.2 Smart meter time-series data  

Smart meter data is usually a times series. This is a time sequence with a variable of interest each time. 

In the considered use case, this variable will be energy. The data will be a sequence of one value per 

time step. Figure 13 illustrates the main processes that can benefit from smart metering data, namely 

analysis, forecasting, and management [3]. 

 

 

There exist multiple ways to represent time series with different aggregation groups, such as on a 

daily, monthly, yearly, or other scale. Similarly, the data can be aggregated on a geographical location 

basis by grouping all energy consumption with a postal code and searching for energy patterns. In this 

respect, the techniques proposed in [43] can be applied to the “SmartMeter Energy Consumption Data 

in London Households “ dataset [44]. The first sample aggregates all measurements with the same 

postal code and energy consumption, ensuring the data is anonymous. The second will be the 

disaggregation corresponding to a random selection at the individual level of measurements. 

However, each sample has a different postal code to have more variety. 

In addition, it will be valuable to analyse the RCT data prior to its aggregation with other data, such as 

weather or customer data. Another approach is to create the energy data first and compare it with 

the household properties data, however, the correlation is small. The primary aim is not the study of 

the energy consumption variety, but the prediction of the energy consumption in the predefined 

Figure 13 - Smart meter applications 
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clusters. To this end, unsupervised ML methods can be used at first to create the consumption groups 

and then generated the cluster labels [43]. 

Moreover, the approach of project eDREAM can be adopted by representing the data as a graph [45]. 

In this case, the consumption data will be represented as a bigraph graph, where the nodes will 

correspond to households and groups consumption. First, an examination should be made for the 

definition of group consumption. This process will facilitate the consumption group tracking. 

Additionally, it could be part of subqueries for more complex questions. Likewise, the household 

properties can be exploited in order to transform time series into a complex network [46]. 

Furthermore, time-series data can be used to discover causal and repetitive relations of the underlying 

complex system, as well as how the energy consumption patterns indicate changes in electric 

consumer behaviour or how consumer patterns indicate interventions to human behaviour.  

4.1.3 Methodology and data preparation  

The methodology and workflow for the analysis of the energy data is presented in this subsection. 

Throughout the analysis process, the original Smart meter and RCT data are not modified. Instead, the 

respective copies are used by following the methodology proposed in [3] and [43]. In this direction, 

the following steps are taken: 

1. Application of clustering algorithm to remove the outliers from the clusters. 

2. Aggregation of samples to reduce data dimension (e.g., creating daily or monthly datasets).  

3. Selection of random samples (e.g., with different postal codes) to investigate the various 

data profiles. 

4. Application of Gaussian Mixture Models to find the optimal number of clusters. 

5. Investigation and comparison of the clusters and visualisation of the corresponding results. 

6. Splitting of the dataset into train and testing sets in order to evaluate the analysis algorithm. 

The process begins with detecting anomalies and deleting the points with a specific threshold distance 

from clusters. This procedure is essential as the outliers may negatively impact the model. Clustering 

is an unsupervised method used to understand the data structure by creating a data group. Some 

techniques and surveys study the energy consumption data, performing cluster algorithms to locate 

the groups of customers and facilitate customer management. There are multiple exploration options 

regarding the cluster parameters, such as the widely-used Euclidean distance similarity measurement. 

Most algorithms (e.g., k-means and hierarchy algorithms) aim to maximise the dissimilarities and 

utilise the variety as similarity measurement. As it is essential to manage the outliers, all the points 

should have a considerable distance from clusters. As a result, the k-means clustering algorithm is 

popular due to its fast similarity checks by measuring the distances from the cluster's centre. However, 

k-means does not perform well with high-dimension data. 

An alternative approach is the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), which is based on a probabilistic 

model [3]. The GMM can manage the data differently when there are no values and assign 

probabilities indicating whether a point is a part of a cluster or not. Furthermore, k-nearest neighbour 

and tree-based methods can be used. There is often a correlation between the model features and 

the challenges in processing and storing the resulting dataset. Principal component analysis (PCA) is a 

method to use feature extraction and reduce the dimension to the dataset [47]. The study of PCA and 
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entropy can discover the features that affect energy efficiency. Also, the feature entropy weights 

denote the impact on the final results. Therefore, entropy is a promising asset for evaluating and 

selecting reliable lot. Figure 14 illustrates the sequence for energy efficiency evaluation for a 

household. 

 

Figure 14 - Energy efficiency evaluation for household 

4.1.4 Electricity consumption prediction  

The survey in [43] revealed that on holidays and weekends, there is heterogeneity in energy 

consumption at customer's data that should be examined. Henceforth, the labels will be predicted 

with the GMM algorithm and then the results are compared with aggregated and disaggregated data. 

The primary purpose is to estimate the effect of aggregated data on the clustering algorithms when 

new energy consumption data arrive. In this respect, three algorithms can be considered, namely the 

k-means, the Random Forest, and the Gradient Boosting trees.  

  Open Data  

There is a growing demand to open data due to the research opportunities they introduce. 

Publications with open data receive greater acceptance since the results can be verified. Moreover, 

the research can be further continued because the research results and the data are available for 

everyone. A typical example of open data was COVID-related research, where the impact and the 

spread of knowledge were influential.  
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4.2.1 Energy Dataset 

We quoted the data sets relative to energy consumption from references [48] to [56]. In particular, 

The Official Portal for European Data [48] and Zenodo [49] are well-known repositories for open data, 

where users can search and explore the available datasets. For example, the UK Dataset comprises 

energy consumption from 5.500 households in London from November 2011 until February 2014 (27 

months) and has energy consumption every half hour [44]. These datasets provide a starting point for 

carrying out BDA on household energy consumption datasets. However, due to privacy and security 

considerations, organisations are reluctant to share their data [3]. 

 Technical Architecture and Related Challenges 

Container technology has been gaining ground and attention in recent years as they provide higher 

scalability over virtual machines [57]. The leverage of a distributed system, such as Apache Spark, will 

provide several advantages in data analysis [58]. A Spark-based distributed infrastructure would 

provide valuable insights by creating clusters of household energy consumption, especially for 

disaggregation data. Additionally, by combining techniques such as MaRe [59], the scalability and 

integration with heterogeneous systems will be facilitated. 

Similarly, solutions like Smart Cassandra Spark Integration (SCSI) and graph-based analytics can also 

be adopted [60]. In this case, the energy consumption has to be modelled as a graph by using the 

techniques described in section 4.1.2. Finally, Apache Spark can run in container clusters managed by 

Kubernetes [61]. 

 Big Data for Policymaking  

To support the analysis of key factors impacting energy behaviour, the behavioural patterns of 

individuals, communities, and population groups should be analysed [62], [63]. The behavioural 

interventions aim to understand the factors impacting energy consumption behaviours and identify 

effective means to modify these behaviours to support environmental targets [64]. The behavioural 

interventions to support reductions in energy consumption typically take one of three forms, namely 

structural (i.e. policy changes), antecedent (i.e. goal setting, information provision or prompting), or 

consequent (i.e. feedback or incentives) strategies. For each of these behavioural intervention types, 

there is a need for information regarding consumer behaviour to ensure effective deployment and 

analysis.  

Energy systems are becoming increasingly digitalised, with sensor technology, cloud computing and 

the IoT increasingly used within the energy sector to support production and consumption [64]. As a 

result, there has been increased emphasis on social informatics, or the use of information and 

communication technologies with social or behavioural science, to support more effective 

interventions using data analysis [65]. This includes methods to support researchers and policymakers 

to examine energy behaviour patterns and develop effective interventions to support reduced 

consumption, and methods for energy providers to more effectively analyse the patterns and needs 

of consumers [66].  
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There are several advantages offered using BDA alongside behavioural analyses. One such advantage 

is the enhancing of the generalisability of research findings. To date, behavioural research has 

examined the impacts of intrapersonal [67], interpersonal [68], and external [69] factors on energy 

consumption. However, the research completed across each of these areas included predominantly 

small sample sizes, with most consisting of less than 1000 individuals [63]. These small samples result 

in difficulties generalising effects, as participants may not be reflective of the population as a whole. 

Nevertheless, smart energy systems and BDA may address these concerns, through the large volumes 

of data gathered through sensor technologies or other ICT tools. Additionally, research notes the 

existence of a replication crisis in behavioural science [70]. This can be seen in instances where 

effective pilot interventions are replicated at scale, with effects not maintained. Convenience 

sampling may contribute to this, with pilot participant groups unlikely to be reflective of the 

population as a whole [71]. The focus on main effects also likely contributes to difficulties in 

intervention replication, as it may over-emphasise effects for majority groups, while minimising the 

effects for minority groups [67]. This in turn results in interventions wherein the impacts for minority 

groups may be unknown or less beneficial. While Big Data may be of benefit here in that it will allow 

for larger sample sizes to more accurately reflect the population as a whole, often algorithms used to 

analyse Big Data are trained on data samples that are disproportionately representative of majority 

population groups, resulting in biased outputs. Collaboration with behavioural science may be of 

support in aiding the development of these systems to support less biased outputs.  

In addition, efficiencies may be offered using Big Data in behavioural research. Typically, when a policy 

problem is to be addressed, a researcher would design a method to collect data and find participants 

reflective of the concern to gather this data [68]. With BDA, however, this may no longer be needed 

as data may be readily available to respond to these queries. While some designed data (specific data 

sought through a survey or similar) may be required, the volume may be reduced. 

Big Data may also support the development of behavioural models, with both patterns and changes 

in behaviour more easily and efficiently identified through Big Data and opportunities to combine data 

from different domains, for example financial, social, energy, environmental and behavioural offered 

within such models [69]. Behavioural models using Big Data may be beneficial across a number of 

domains. One such domain is policy development. While behavioural analyses have informed the 

development of policy, often these efforts have been small in scale and ad-hoc in nature, casting doubt 

on the efficacy and cost-benefit of such solutions [72]. In addition, behavioural policy interventions 

may not integrate fully within current energy systems, reducing their usability or acceptability in 

practice [7]. Big Data may address some of these concerns by providing granular data on both energy 

behaviours and the cost-effectiveness of behaviour policy interventions [72]. In addition, through the 

provision of data in near real-time, Big Data offers policymakers the opportunity to amend or 

customise policy measures more efficiently in response to data observed [72], [73] and examine the 

behaviour of minority population groups [74]. Difficulties may emerge when merging behavioural 

approaches and Big Data in practice, with any such interventions required to fit within both current 

governmental policy approaches and the broader energy system, requiring adaptation on either side 

[72], [75]. It is of note that empirical analysis on the impacts of Big Data within behavioural policy 

interventions is limited, preventing fulsome conclusions from being drawn. A further domain in which 
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behavioural models may offer support is in building development and construction, to ensure future 

buildings are developed to be as efficient as possible [76]. Big Data may be used to provide valuable 

information on behavioural patterns within various stages of the building lifecycle to support energy 

efficient design [63]. Big Data when used in collaboration with behavioural science and modelling may 

support energy technology developers also to ensure that technologies are developed that are 

acceptable, usable and meet the needs of consumers while also providing increased insight into 

energy performance. 

Nevertheless, concerns to the use of Big Data in behavioural analyses have also been noted, which 

require consideration. Privacy and consent remain key issues in Big Data collection for behaviour 

analysis. Therefore, it should be ensured that data is collected in a transparent manner and that the 

collected data will be used to the benefit of individuals and society, rather than the benefits of 

corporations [68]. Government regulations and incentives are required to ensure effective uptake of 

data collection, while also supporting the privacy and consent of the general public [68]. In addition, 

a need to examine the impacts of BDA on the digital divide is noted [66], with those who are less likely 

to have access to technology likely omitted from analyses that rely on Big Data gathered through the 

IoT. Behavioural analysis may be well placed to support the analysis and resolution of these concerns.  

In the context of the EVIDENT project, BDA offers significant opportunities to enhance the findings 

from the behavioural analyses. While use case 3 “The role of Big Data in assessing the impact of 

behavioural insights in energy consumption” will focus on BDA, such analyses may be employed across 

the other use cases, namely use case 1 “Estimate the importance of consumption feedback in 

residential users” and use case 2 “Estimate the relative effectiveness of interventions like peer 

comparison feedback”. Both use cases will examine the effects of behavioural intervention, namely 

consumption feedback and peer comparison, on energy behaviour (i.e., D2.1 “Field Studies, Serious 

Game and Surveys Protocols Design and Pilots Design” and D3.1 “Specifications of Preparatory Actions 

For RCT, Surveys and Serious Game” for a comprehensive overview of use case design). As these use 

cases will be implemented in collaboration with two energy providers (i.e., PPC and CWATT), large 

volumes of energy consumption data will be collected and analysed to determine the effects of the 

intervention. As such, these use cases may leverage both behavioural insights and data analysis to 

enhance the quality of findings. Additionally, use case 4 “Relation of energy consumption behavioural 

biases with consumers’ financial literacy level” will also make use of data analysis to examine the 

results of the serious game (D2.3 “Serious Game Implementation Design” for a comprehensive 

overview of the serious game design). As large numbers of participants will be sought to participate 

in the serious game, BDA may support analysis of results towards revising the serious game in 

response to data obtained. Moreover, use case 5 “Exploit energy demand curves”, which consists of a 

discrete choice analysis, can also leverage BDA in this manner. For both use cases 4 and 5, data will be 

made open access through the EVIDENT platform. This in turn will support future BDA in these 

domains and will allow other researchers to extend findings from these use cases. As such, the 

EVIDENT project will seek to explore the use of BDA alongside behavioural analyses to support the 

quality and generalisability of findings obtained.    
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5. The Role of Big Data in Assessing the Impact of Behavioural 

Insights in Energy Consumption 

As described in D2.1 “Field studies, serious game and surveys protocols design and pilots design”, the 

EVIDENT project plans to design and implement five different large-scale use cases (pilot scenarios). 

Use cases 1 and 2 plan to examine the importance of consumer feedback and the relative effectiveness 

of peer comparison feedback interventions in residential users. The main objective of use case 3 is to 

estimate consumer propensities by applying BDA on a set of socioeconomic, demographic, and 

behavioural variables. Combined with a large amount of energy consumption and production 

measurements, an advanced analytical framework will be set up to provide insights and suggestions 

for increasing energy efficiency, designing improved information campaigns, and empowering power 

grid stability. Use case 4 will estimate energy consumption behavioural biases with consumer financial 

literacy level. In contrast, use case 5 will estimate possible nonlinearities of the energy demand curves.  

Since use case 3 is based on Big Data, an introductory analysis and the preliminary findings are 

reported in D1.3, while the final results will be presented in the deliverables of WP4. During use case 

3, two distinct scenarios will be implemented. First, an analytical framework will be set up to provide 

forecasts of consumers’ energy consumption one-day ahead. The prior analysis’ main objective is to 

examine whether ML methodologies (e.g., neural networks) outperform the traditional econometric 

(e.g., linear regression models) energy consumption and production forecasting models. In the same 

vein, the second scenario tries to simplify the pre-analysis steps followed when setting up a field 

experiment for defying the treatment and control groups. Through the analysis, different field 

experiment set-ups will be identified, while their performance will be evaluated and compared to the 

field experiments that are already underway in EVIDENT use cases 1 and 2.  

The following analysis will adapt the Big Data technical architecture presented in Section 4.1 – 

“Technical architecture and related challenges”. Even though the volume of the collected data is 

currently limited, a Big Data approach has been adopted to allow the solution to expand, handling a 

higher volume of incoming data while new features can be added.  

 Forecasting Energy Consumption and Production Time Series Using ML 

Techniques  

5.1.1 Introduction/Related works 

Even though many buildings today are designed and built taking into account the energy efficiency, 

older buildings do not necessarily follow this standard. Thus, the approach to reducing CO2 emissions 

and energy consumption in the latter case leads to smart refurbishments and retrofit investments 

trying to reduce gas emissions and fossil fuel consumption. 

The energy performance in buildings depends on many factors, such as the building structure, its 

building material, and the ambient weather conditions. Civil engineers and constructors use different 

methods to model and predict building energy consumption effectively, such as engineering models, 

statistical methods, and AI algorithms.  
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The engineering models, a rather traditional approach, uses principles originating from physics and 

thermodynamics, trying to represent every component of the building while at the same time 

considering the occupants' energy behaviour. For example, Yao and Steemers [77] built a model to 

estimate residential buildings' daily energy consumption profile using a renewable energy system. To 

do so, the total building energy consumption was calculated as the summation of several components 

by using a specific modelling method. Even though these methods have been proved to be very 

effective and accurate, they require details of building and environmental parameters that are not 

always available in practice. In addition, this kind of building modelling and analysis tool requires 

advanced knowledge and well-trained operators, leading to a prohibitive operational cost for the 

customers.  

On the other hand, statistical regression methods correlate energy consumption or production with 

prior parameters. For example, Lei and Hu [78] use linear regression models to correlate energy 

consumption with exogenous parameters such as climatic variables (e.g., outdoor dry-bulb 

temperature, humidity, solar radiation). Their research involved 11 office buildings in Wuhan, China. 

Based on their findings, the dry-bulb temperature is the most crucial variable affecting building energy 

consumption. Newsham and Brit [79] developed an ARIMAX model to forecast the power demand of 

the use case building. Using building occupancy as an independent variable enhanced the model's 

accuracy. Their data comes from a three three-storey building in eastern Ontario, Canada, where 

wireless sensors were installed to collect data on activities related to occupancy. Several laboratories 

and around 81 individual workspaces were located within the building, resulting in a total serviced 

floor area of 5800 m2.  

The third category of methods is AI methods. The most widely used approach is the Artificial Neural 

Networks (ANNs). Since ANN fit well in non-linear problems, they can also perform well in a wide range 

of applications such as analysing heating/cooling loads, forecasting electricity consumption, sub-level 

components operation and optimisation. Primarily backpropagation neural networks are widely used 

to forecast the required heating load of buildings. Ekici and Aksoy [80] used a backpropagation neural 

network to predict buildings energy needs. Using different operation elements such as building 

transparency ratio (%), insulation thickness (cm) and orientation, they built neural networks to predict 

the heating energy requirements. The estimated values obtained from their NNs were almost identical 

to the actual data achieving 98.51%, 96.36% and 94.83% accuracy for the three networks trained, 

respectively. 

Even though both statistical and AI approaches present some advantages compared to engineering 

methods, their operations and prediction accuracy depend on the amount and the quality of the 

collected historical performance data. However, AI and ML, capable of better adapting the complexity 

of building energy behaviour, are growing rapidly with new applications and technologies every day 

to predict building energy consumption. 

5.1.2 Available data and preliminary analysis 

CW's energy service company provided the data used for the analysis. CW collects the electricity 

consumption and production data in Watt-hours (Wh) from customers with photovoltaic installations 

every hour. All CW customers have smart meters installed; therefore, the data gathering is automated. 
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The dataset refers to Wh's hourly energy consumption and production from almost 900 CW’s 

customers spatial scattered around Sweden. The data starts from May 2015 and is constantly 

increasing. An initial dataset of the data till the end of January 2022 provides almost 20.5 million 

records. For the following analysis, the hourly observations per day are aggregated resulting in nearly 

750.000 samples.  

Except for the customers’ energy consumption, the dataset also contains demographic data that 

mainly refers to the houses' characteristics, the house location, and the households.  Table 6 presents 

the energy-related data (time-series), while Table 8 describes the demographic data. In both tables, 

the first column refers to the parameter name, the second provides a brief description, and the third 

an example. 

 Table 6 - CW’s energy consumption and production dataset 

Parameter Description Example 

clientID Unique customer ID 5 

date Date of the record 2020-05-18 

holiday Binary parameter. The parameter takes 1 if the selected date is 

either holiday or weekend, and 0 otherwise. 

0 

time A time period of the record (refer to the last hour, e.g., 18:00:00 

means from 17:00:00 to 18:00:00) 

19:00:00 

bought Electricity in Wh the consumer bought during the given period 150 Wh 

produced Electricity in Wh the consumer-produced during the given period 1.455 Wh 

sold Electricity in Wh the consumer sold to the grid for the given 

period 

320 Wh 

total_consumed Calculated as the total electricity consumed by the consumer for 

the given period, either buying electricity from the grid or by self-

consumption. Total consumption is calculated as: 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑑 = 𝐵𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑡 + 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑 − 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑑 

1.285 Wh 

After a first control, 871 unique customers were discovered in the provided data with a daily average 

total consumption of 1604 Wh. Table 7 presents a descriptive statistical analysis of the provided time-

series data.  
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Table 7 - Results of the first control on CW's energy consumptions and production time-series dataset 

 clientID date Daily total_consumed 

(Wh) 

Daily bought 

(Wh) 

Daily 

produced 

(Wh) 

Daily 

sold 

(Wh) 

Total 

records 

653.348 653.348 653.348 653.348 653.348 653.348 

Unique 871 2208 - - - - 

Min 6 2015-

05-01 

200 0 0 0 

Max 2748 2022-

01-20 

182.610 178.000 715.180 634.920 

Mean 1604 - 48.641 37.338 34.612 23.309 

 

Table 8 - CW’s consumers’ demographic dataset 

Parameter Description Example 

clientID Unique customer ID 5 

NUTS_2 A second level of the Nomenclature of Territorial Units for 

Statistics (NUTS) 

SE02 

Climate_Zone Sweden’s climate zones 3 

year built The year the house was built 1992 

heating area The heating area in square meters 120 𝑚2 

household members Number of members in the household 2 

building_type The type of the building3 3 

 

 

 

3 There are 7 building types in CW’s dataset: House, Apartment, Chain house, Apartment buildings, Semi-detached house, Townhouse, One 

and two dwelling houses 
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heating_type The type/s of heating the household uses4 4, 16, 18 

Based on the demographic data, two additional parameters were constructed. The first one, named 

“heatingarea_class”, categorises the house heating area into five classes5. In contrast, the second 

parameter named “heatingtype_electricity” indicates whether the consumer’s heating appliance uses 

electricity for operation. The heatingtype_electricity parameter can receive three distinct values, 

where 0 means that the corresponding information is missing, one means that based on the available 

household heating_type, the consumer indeed uses electricity for heating, and 2 means another 

source for heating was used. Figure 15 presents customers’ distribution in heatingarea_class and 

heatingtype_electricity for the available data. Even though the demographic dataset presents enough 

features, half of the consumers did not provide information either for the type of their heating 

appliances or the size of their house (Figure 16, light green bar). 

 

Figure 15 - CW customers’ distribution in heatingarea_class and heatingtype_electricity parameters 

Table 9 presents a descriptive statistical analysis we implemented on the provided demographic data. 

The table columns refer to the data features, while each row presents a different metric. 

 

 

 

4 There are 29 heating types in CW’s dataset: Ground source heat pump (horizontal), Air/air heat pump, Exhaust air heat pump, Firewood, 

Direct electricity - radiator, Direct electricity - accumulator tank, District heating, Wood chip/Pellet/Briquette, Other biofuel, Fuel oil, Other 

heating system, Direct electricity - radiator, Direct electricity - accumulator tank, Ground source heat pump (horizontal), Air/water heating 

pump, Electric heating (airborne), Exhaust air heat pump, Air/air heating pump, Electric heating (airborne), Natural gas, Ground source 

(geothermal) heat pump (horizontal), Deep geothermal heat pump (vertical), Geothermal, Straw burning, Deep geothermal heat pump 

(vertical), Coal gas, Stove, Solar thermal collector, Briquettes 

5 5 classes referring to the house size: [0], [1 - 100), [100 - 180), [180 - 250), [250 – 1000+) 

0
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300

400

500
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Using electricity for heating Not using electricity for heating No available data
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Table 9 - Results of the first control on CW's consumers’ demographic dataset 

 NUTS_2 Climate_Zone year 

built 

heating 

area 

household 

members 

building_type 

Total 

records 

871 871 871 871 871 871 

Unique 871 - - - - - 

Min 6 0 0 0 0 1 

Max 2748 4 2020 29.000 1100 8 

Mean 1873 2.75 1006 246 3 4 

Figure 16 presents the number of unique customers per year and the number of records for each year. 

The available data for the year 2022 is only for January 2022. 

 

Figure 16 - Number of unique customers and number of records per year 

 

5.1.3  Methodology 

The methodology used for analyzing the energy consumption data consists of 5 distinct steps: data 

collection, data cleaning and preparation, feature extraction and normalisation, model training and 

model evaluation and finally, the predictions and insights. Figure 17 presents the methodology used 

for the energy consumption analysis and how the prior steps are connected to each other.  
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Figure 17 - Methodology for energy consumption and production forecasting 

 Data collection 

The Data collection step consists of the mechanisms that collect the corresponding data. While 

receiving data from CW is achieved through an automatic pipeline, several procedures regarding data 

protection, confidentiality, and integrity should also be considered.  

 Data cleaning and preparation 

The data cleaning and preparation step contains all actions of preparing raw data for analysis by 

removing inappropriate data, organizing the raw data, and filling in the null values. This step will 

homogenise the collected data since they come from different data sources and may contain improper 

data.  

 Feature extraction and normalisation 

The feature extraction and normalisation step consider the actions to be followed to transform the 

collected data into a form fully understandable from the ML models. For example, the feature “date” 

cannot be used in a word representation, thus it should be vectorised. In addition, the values of the 

numeric features (e.g., “total consumed”) should be commonly scaled, without distorting differences 

in the ranges of values or losing information.  

 Model training and model evaluation 

The next step, namely model training and model evaluation, will try to "fit” the data into the selected 

models and train them to calculate the proper weights and minimise the loss function over the 

prediction range. For this step, the following models are selected: 
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Ordinary Least Squares Linear Regression 

Linear Regression is one of the most often used statistical modelling methods. Linear regression aims 

at expressing a quantitative dependent variable 𝑌 through a linear combination of 𝑝 quantitative 

explanatory variables, 𝑋1, 𝑋2, … , 𝑋𝑝. The determinist is written for observation 𝑖 as follows: 

𝑌𝑖 =  𝑎1𝑥1𝑖 +  𝑎2𝑥2𝑖 + ⋯ + 𝑎𝑝𝑥𝑝𝑖 +  𝑒𝑖  

where 𝑌𝑖  is the value observed for the dependent variable for observation 𝑖, 𝑋𝑘𝑖 is the value taken by 

variable 𝑘 for observation 𝑖, and 𝑒𝑖 Is the error of the model. Ordinary Least Squares regression (OLS) 

describes the relationship between independent variables and a dependent variable (simple or 

multiple linear regression). It is the most common technique for estimating coefficients of linear 

regression equations. 

Linear Model trained with L1 Regularisation 

L1 Regularisation or Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO) Regression is a type of 

linear regression that uses shrinkage. Shrinkage is a methodology that shrinks the data values towards 

a central point (e.g., the mean value). The LASSO regressor will eliminate the least essential features 

in the model by applying a penalty equal to the absolute value of the magnitude of coefficients. Thus, 

a simple model will arise since some coefficients will be removed. The cost function for LASSO 

regression can be written as: 

∑(𝑦𝑖 − �̂�𝑖)

𝛭

𝑖=1

=  ∑ (𝑦𝑖  −  ∑ 𝑤𝑖

𝑝

𝑗=0

 × 𝑥𝑖𝑗)

2

+ 𝜆 ∑|𝑤𝑗|

𝑝

𝑗=0

𝑀

𝑖=1

 

where 𝛭 the number of observations, 𝑝 the number of the features, 𝑤 the coefficients and 𝜆 penalty 

term, which regularises the coefficients. The LASSO regressor will resemble the linear regression 

model for small values in the penalty term. 

Random Forest Regressor 

A Random Forest is an ensemble technique that uses multiple decision trees to perform regression 

and classification tasks. Ensemble modelling is a technique that combines two or more analytical 

models aiming at unifying their score to enhance the overall accuracy. Commonly there are two types 

of ensemble learning, Boosting and Bootstrap Aggregation (or Bagging). 

The Random Forest Regressor uses the Bootstrap Aggregation technique. The bootstrap technique 

uses random sampling with replacement mimicking the sampling process. Thus, a random sample of 

a small subset from the initial training set is used each time a Random Forest Regressor decision tree 

gets trained. The bootstrap technique allows a better understanding of the dataset's bias and 

variance. 
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Random forest uses multiple decision trees at training time. It estimates either the class (classification) 

or the individual trees' mean prediction (regression). In simple words, a random forest is a meta-

estimator combining the results of multiple predictions into a unified model. A schematic diagram of 

the Random Forest Regressor is presented in Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18 - A schematic diagram of the Random Forest Regressor 

eXtreme Gradient Boosting 

eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) is a scalable tree boosting system that provides state-of-the-art 

results on many problems. It implements gradient boosted decision trees designed for speed and 

performance.  

Since XGBoost follows the same principles as the Random Forests, a Boosting ensemble technique is 

used to synthesise the individual models into a unified, aiming to enhance the total model accuracy. 

XGBoost uses the gradient descent algorithm to minimise the loss function when adding additional 

models while the process is finished when no further improvements can be made. 

Epsilon-Support Vector Regression 

Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are well-known techniques in classification problems. When used 

for regression they are also known as Support Vector Regression (SVR). Its objective is to find a 

function with a predetermined deviation (error) from the actual observations instead of minimizing 

the squared error as in a typical OLS regression.  

A SVM algorithm aims to find a hyperplane (the straight line required to fit the data) in an n-

dimensional space that distinctly classifies the data points. The data points on either side of the 

hyperplane closest to the hyperplane are called Support Vectors. SVR constitutes an optimisation 

problem since it defines a convex ε-insensitive loss function to find the narrowest tube containing 

most training instances. Hence, a multiobjective function is constructed from the loss function and 
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the geometrical properties of the tube. Then, using appropriate numerical optimisation algorithms, 

the algorithm finds a unique solution to the convex optimisation problem. A schematic diagram of the 

support vector regression using the e-sensitive loss function is presented in Figure 19. 

 

Figure 19 - A schematic diagram of the support vector regression6 

Multi-layer Perceptron Regressor 

A Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) is a feed-forward Artificial Neural Network (ANN) class. Feedforward 

ANNs are networks that do not form cycles between the input and the output layers. In contrast, 

recurrent neural networks refer to networks where the results at the output layer are reused as inputs.  

A Single-Layer Perceptron (SLP) network, as presented in Figure 20, is the simplest 

kind of neural network. It consists of a single layer of output nodes while the inputs 

are directly connected to outputs through a series of weights. Each node (also called 

artificial neurons or linear threshold units) calculates the sum of the products of its 

weights and inputs. If the sum is greater than some threshold, the neuron will trigger 

(fires) and will take the activated value (typically 1); otherwise, it will take the 

deactivated value (typically -1). For a single-layer neural network to estimate a 

continued output will use a logistic function in the form: 

 

 

 

6 S. K. Lahiri and K. C. Ghanta, “The Support Vector Regression with the parameter tuning assisted by a differential evolution technique: 

Study of the critical velocity of a slurry flow in a pipeline,” Chemical Industry and Chemical Engineering Quarterly, vol. 14, no. 3, pp. 191–

203, 2008, Accessed: Jan. 24, 2022. [Online]. Available: http://www.doiserbia.nb.rs/Article.aspx?ID=1451-93720803191L 

Figure 20 - Model of 

a simple neuron 

http://www.doiserbia.nb.rs/Article.aspx?ID=1451-93720803191L
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𝑓(𝑥) =  
1

1 + 𝑒−𝑥
 

The SLP is easy to set up and train. At the same time, its results are easily interpretable because the 

sigmoid output of the logistic regression can be associated with posterior probabilities. Its weak 

aspects are applied only on linearly separable data; thus, the neural network can represent only a 

limited set of functions. These limitations are covered with the addition of (hidden) layers between 

the input and the output layer, enabling non-linear models and, therefore, MLP in more complicated 

problems. 

Figure 21 illustrates the architecture of the MLP having two hidden layers. The first one has four nodes, 

and the second hidden layer has three nodes. Each one of the nodes uses the same activation function 

because using different activation functions on different layers do not offer any significant 

performance improvement. Finally, the output layer produces the final result of the algorithms. The 

drawbacks of the MLP are the existence of more than one local minimum, increasing the complexity 

for the process of random with initialisations, the labour-intensive tuning of the hyperparameters, 

and, finally, the sensitivity to feature scaling.  

 

Figure 21: MLP architecture with two hidden layers 

 

For the evaluation of the models, the In-sample and Out-sample, Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) 

and Mean Absolute Percentage Error regression loss (MAPE) will be employed.  

Root Mean Squared Error 

Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) is defined as the square root of the mean of the square of all of the 

prediction errors (residuals). The RMSE is a measure of the residuals spread. Alternatively, it expresses 

how concentrated the data is around the line of best fit. It is formulated as: 
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𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =  √
1

𝑛
∑(𝑆𝑖  − 𝑂𝑖)2

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

where 𝑂𝑖 are the observations, 𝑆𝑖 Predicted values of a variable, and 𝑛 the number of observations 

available for analysis. RMSE is very common and it is considered an excellent general-purpose error 

metric for numerical predictions. 

Mean Absolute Percentage Error 

The Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), also known as Mean Absolute Percentage Deviation 

(MAPD), measures how accurate a forecast system is. It measures the forecasting accuracy as a 

percentage and can be defined as the average absolute per cent error minus actual values divided by 

actual values for each time. MAPE is formulated as: 

𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 =  
1

𝑛
∑ |

𝐴𝑡 −  𝐹𝑡

𝐴𝑡
|

𝑛

𝑡=1

 

where 𝑛 is the number of fitted points, 𝐴𝑡 is the actual value, 𝐹𝑡 Is the forecast value, and 𝛴 is 

summation notation (the absolute value is summed for every forecasted point in time). 

 Predictions and insights 

The final step, namely predictions and insights, is concerned with the interpretation of the results and 

the insights. The procedure's main goal is to provide consolidated results and predictions about 

customers' energy consumption, eventually leading to better energy management. 

5.1.4 Analysis scenarios and Preliminary Results 

Regarding clients’ consumption (the dependent variable Y), three different cases (A, B and C) will be 

examined. Case A will consider only the data related to the consumers’ consumption. Only the time-

series data will be included in the analysis. The demographic data will be incorporated to the time-

series data in case B. Finally, in case C, the parameters related to consumer behaviour will be included.  

Regarding case C, it is crucial to note that CW’s clients cannot select the source from which they 

consume electricity. As presented in Table 6, the available data refer to the number of Watt-Hours 

each client buys, produces, sells, and consumes. When there is production from a photovoltaic 

installation, the client finishes the produced energy. If there is no production, the user buys electricity 

from the grid. However, this is an automatic procedure, and the client cannot interfere. Thus, the 

interactions between the clients and the grid will be considered as actions related to their behaviour. 

The client can transpose his actions during the day to take advantage of the electricity coming from 

photovoltaics. 
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More specifically, for case A (data related to client consumption only), the following features are used: 

• clientID: the unique ClientID 

• date_name: categorial feature for the name of the date for the selected record 

• month_name: categorial feature for the name of the month for the selected record 

• holiday: binary variable, one of the chosen dates is either weekend of holiday, 0 otherwise 

• t-1, t-2, t-3, t-4, t-5: client total consumptions for the previous 5 days. t-1 refers to the 

consumption one day ago, while t-5 refers to the total consumption five days ago (on a 

logarithmic scale) 

Moreover, for case B (data related to client consumption and client demographics), the features of 

case A along with the following features will be considered: 

• Climate_Zone: categorial feature for the customer climate zone  

• yearbuilt_1990: binary variable, one if customer’s house is built after 1990, 0 otherwise 

• household members: number of household members  

• building_type: categorical variable for customer’s house type 

• heatingarea_class: categorises the house heating area into five classes 

• heatingtype_electricity: indicates whether the consumer’s heating appliance use electricity 

for operation. 0 indicates that the information is missing. One means electricity usage for 

heating, and two otherwise 

Finally, for case C (client consumption, client demographics and client behaviour), the features of cases 

A and B, as well as the following features will be used: 

• b-1, b-2, b-3, b-4, b-5: client bought electricity in Wh for the previous five days. b-1 refers to 

one day ago, while b-5 refers to 5 days ago (in logarithmic scale) 

For the prior cases and to decide and tune the hyper-parameters and parameters of the selected ML 

models, an Exhaustive Grid Search is implemented over specified parameter values for each estimator. 

For each model, a 10-fold cross-validation splitting strategy was adopted, while the 𝑅2 (coefficient of 

determination) regression score function was used for the evaluation metric of the model 

performance. The initial dataset was split into an 80% - 20% ratio to perform the prior. The first 80% 

of each consumer’s data were used for the training phase, and the rest 20% in the evaluation phase. 

The data order is maintained by keeping the older data for training and the newest for evaluation to 

maintain the time sequence of the time-series data. Table 10 presents the parameters selected while 

implementing the cross-validation for each one of the models. 
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Table 10 - Exhaustive grid search parameters for the selected models 

Model Parameters 

Ordinary least squares Linear 

Regression 

- 

Linear Model trained with L1 prior as 

regulariser (Lasso) 

alpha = 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.7, 1 

Random forest regressor n_estimators = 100, 200 

max_depth = 10, 50, 100 

eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) n_estimators = 100 

max_depth = 10, 50, 100 

Epsilon-Support Vector Regression 

(SVR) 

Kernel = “linear” 

C = 0.1 

epsilon = 0.1 

Multi-layer Perceptron regressor 

(MLPRegressor) 

Solver = “adam” 

max_iter = 100, 200, 300, 500, 700, 1000, 2000  

alpha = 0.01, 0.1, 1  

hidden_layer_sizes = 10, 20, 30  

random_state = 1 

learning_rate = “invscaling” 

batch_size = 32, 64, 125, 512   

 

Some preliminary results regarding each model’s best hyper parameters and parameters based on the 

Exhaustive Grid Search are presented in Table 11. Of note, the respective results for the SVR and the 

MLP regressor models are not included and will be reported in the final use case report.  

 

Table 11 - Preliminary results of the energy consumption forecasting 

 In-sample 

RMSE 

In-sample 

MAPE 

Out-sample 

RMSE 

Out-sample 

MAPE 

Case A 

Ordinary least squares Linear 

Regression 
0.329936 0.019255 0.332752 0.020438 

Linear Model trained with L1 

prior as regulariser (Lasso) 
0.359665 0.023378 0.360873 0.024316 

Random forest regressor 0.11949* 0.006996* 0.332522* 0.020346 
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eXtreme Gradient Boosting 

(XGBoost) 
0.254210 0.015836 0.333282 0.020240* 

Case B 

Ordinary least squares Linear 

Regression 
0.329908* 0.019256* 0.332751* 0.020443* 

Linear Model trained with L1 

prior as regulariser (Lasso) 
0.359665 0.023378 0.360873 0.024316 

Random forest regressor 0.359665 0.023378 0.360873 0.024316 

Case C 

Ordinary least squares Linear 

Regression 
0.31733* 0.01859* 0.30489* 0.01884* 

Linear Model trained with L1 

prior as regulariser (Lasso) 
0.35355 0.02310 0.34767 0.02360 

Random forest regressor 0.32360 0.02089 0.32759 0.02084 

Note: * denotes the best performing model for each case 

Finally, the statistical significances (p-values) regarding each case were obtained using the OLSL Linear 

Regression model. Table 12 presents these results results for each case, respectively.  

Table 12 - Statistical significances based on the Ordinary least squares Linear Regression model 

 Case A Case B Case C 

const (error) 0.000** 0.000** 0.000** 

clientID 0.000** 0.000** 0.000** 

date_name 0.000** 0.000** 0.000** 

month_name 0.000** 0.000** 0.000** 

holiday 0.000** 0.000** 0.000** 

t-1 0.000** 0.000** 0.000** 

t-2 0.000** 0.000** 0.000** 

t-3 0.000** 0.000** 0.000** 

t-4 0.000** 0.000** 0.000** 

t-5 0.000** 0.000** 0.000** 

Climate_Zone - 0.000** 0.000** 

year built - 0.478 0.089 

household members - 0.204 0.234 
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building_type - 0.106 0.050 

heatingarea_class - 0.050 0.121 

heatingtype_electricity - 0.000** 0.000** 

b-1 - - 0.000** 

b-2 - - 0.000** 

b-3 - - 0.001** 

b-4 - - 0.000** 

b-5 - - 0.000** 

Note: ** denotes importance at the 5% level 

Following the results of the previous table, even in a preliminary stage, it is noted that energy 

consumption forecasting seems to be affected by factors such as measurements of the previous days 

(t-1, t-2, t-3, t-4, t-5 and b-1, b-2, b-3, b-4, b-5) as well as client’s metadata such as Climate_Zone and 

heatingtype_electricity. Factors such as household members, building_type and heatingarea_class do 

not appear to affect clients’ consumption. 

Summarising, section 5.1 presented the methodology to be followed in the next period to provide the 

final findings and insights after analysing CW’s data. CW currently updates the demographics data for 

its clients through a survey communicated in the previous months. The survey is presented and further 

discussed in section 5.2. Finally, the complete methodology and the final results will be reported in 

WP4. 

 Design of a Randomised Control Trial Leveraging a ML Data-driven Pre-

analysis 

5.2.1 Introduction/Related works 

As already described in the preparatory actions of use cases 1 and 2 of D2.1, three field experiments 

for estimating the impact of behavioural interventions on energy conservation will be implemented 

during the EVIDENT project lifetime. These field experiments have been executed since December 

2021, while their results are estimated to be reported in D4.2 (M24).  

The objectives of the prior experiments are to provide self-consumption feedback and peer 

comparison feedback to the consumers to provide them with better information, eliminate 

inattention biases, and motivate them to correct their energy-related misperceptions and enhance 

their energy efficiency. 

More specifically, several preparation actions were needed for the field experiments taking into 

account the concept of comparison feedback. One significant step was creating the neighbour class 

for each client participating in the treatment group. Thus, we chose to categorise the participants 

based on their characteristics. For example, we considered neighbours, customers whose houses are 

located in the same climate zone and belong to the same house size class. They are estimated to use 

similar heating appliances. While preparing the field experiments, we came across different set-ups 
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since the available data and metadata contains additional features for each consumer (e.g., the 

household members). 

This scenario uses clustering methodologies from the AI and ML domains to create alternative field 

experiments set-ups while measuring their performance compared with the field experiments in use 

cases 1 and 2. To the best of the consortium’s knowledge, this set of methodologies has never been 

used before as the preparatory actions in implementing field experiments. 

5.2.2 Available data and preliminary analysis 

CW, an energy service company, will provide the data for the scenario. As described in section 5.1, 

except for the provided time-series data about the electricity consumption and production for each 

customer, CW also provides a set of demographic variables such as the house's location and the 

household’s characteristics.  

CW has also prepared and communicated a survey to their customers for updating their metadata. 

Table 8 Presents the survey translated into English, including all explanatory texts for the CW 

customers. The survey contains three sections. The first section refers to household characteristics, 

the second section to energy consumption behaviour and the third to socio-economic demographics. 

 

Table 13 - CW’s survey in English for updating customers’ metadata 

No. Question text Available answers Type 

Survey description: 

Domestic Energy Consumption Survey 

Thank you for participating in this survey. We highly value your cooperation that you take your time to 

answer some questions regarding your building and energy consumption. It will take approximate 5-10 

minutes. With your help, we can improve our services, so that you can get full value. 

 

The survey contains three sections. These are sections concerning your household, energy consumption and 

socio-economic demographics. 

1 Which of the following house types applies? Multiple choice 

1. Villa  

2. Rowhouse/terraced house 

3. Semi-detached house 

4. Apartment 

5. Other 

Required 

Through the following information about your building, we will in the future be able to offer better 

information regarding heating systems and energy efficiency. This information and the collected consumption 

data are fundamental to developing future software. 

Your Household 

Description: First of all we need some essential information about your household. 

1 How many are permanent residents in the 

household? 

Small text Required 
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2 Address of household Small text Required 

3 Postal/Zip code Small text Required 

4 City Small text Required 

5 During the last 12 months, have you (or some 

other household member) been working from 

home? 

Multiple choice 

1. Yes 

2. No 

Required 

6 If yes on the previous question, please state the 

period you have been working from home: 

Start: mm/yyyy End: mm/yyyy 

Small text 

 

Optional 

Your Residence 

1 Heating surface 

What's the area of the living space? Answer in 

m^2. Must be >0 m^2 

Small text Required 

2 Year of construction 

Answer in the format yyyy 

Small text Required 

3 Has an extensive renovation been done where 

the building has been additionally insulated? 

If you are unsure, you can read more about the 

requirements set in the year the renovation was 

carried out in the National Board of Housing, 

Building and Planning's building regulations. 

Multiple choice 

1. Yes 

2. No 

3. Not sure 

Required 

4 If yes, on the previous question, in what year 

was the renovation carried out? 

Answer in the format yyyy 

Small text Optional 

5 What type of electricity contract do you have 

for your household? 

Multiple choice 

1. Fixed 

2. Variable 

3. Not sure 

Required 

6 Approximately how much do you pay for 

electricity per month? 

Answer in SEK 

Small text Required 

Energy Consumption 

1 Which heating system is used? How is the home 

heated primarily? Only one answer is possible. 

Check in the following document for an 

explanation of each system:  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_lEFfIL

m9UrOEptVvgttNq8l-ATxYSClIPKgt-

IgRUI/edit?usp=sharing 

Multiple choice 

1. Direct electricity - accumulator 

tank 

2. Direct electricity - radiator 

3. Oil boiler 

4. Gas boiler 

5. Pellet boiler 

6. District heating 

Required 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_lEFfILm9UrOEptVvgttNq8l-ATxYSClIPKgt-IgRUI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_lEFfILm9UrOEptVvgttNq8l-ATxYSClIPKgt-IgRUI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_lEFfILm9UrOEptVvgttNq8l-ATxYSClIPKgt-IgRUI/edit?usp=sharing
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7. Ground source heat pump 

(horizontal) 

8. Deep geothermal heat pump 

(vertical) 

9. Wood stove - water jacketed 

10. Wood stove - not water 

jacketed 

11. Exhaust air heat pump 

12. Air/air heat pump 

13. Air/water heat pump 

14. Other 

2 Is there a secondary heating system used, and if 

so, which one? 

How is the home heated secondarily? One or 

more than one answer is possible. Check in the 

following document for an explanation of each 

system: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_lEFfIL

m9UrOEptVvgttNq8l-ATxYSClIPKgt-

IgRUI/edit?usp=sharing 

Multiple choice 

1. Direct electricity - accumulator 

tank 

2. Direct electricity - radiator 

3. Oil boiler 

4. Gas boiler 

5. Pellet boiler 

6. District heating 

7. Ground source heat pump 

(horizontal) 

8. Deep geothermal heat pump 

(vertical) 

9. Wood stove - water jacketed 

10. Wood stove - not water 

jacketed 

11. Exhaust air heat pump 

12. Air/air heat pump 

13. Air/water heat pump 

14. No, there is no secondary 

heating system 

14. Other 

Required 

3 What is the highest power that the primary 

heating system can deliver? 

Answer in kW. If you are unsure, please let us 

know by writing 'not sure'. 

Small text Required 

4 Has the heating system ever been replaced? Multiple choice 

1. Yes 

2. No 

3. Not sure 

Required 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_lEFfILm9UrOEptVvgttNq8l-ATxYSClIPKgt-IgRUI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_lEFfILm9UrOEptVvgttNq8l-ATxYSClIPKgt-IgRUI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_lEFfILm9UrOEptVvgttNq8l-ATxYSClIPKgt-IgRUI/edit?usp=sharing
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5 If yes, on the previous question, when was the 

heating system replaced? 

Answer in yyyy 

Small text Optional 

6 Is there any active cooling system in the 

building? 

Thus, is there any permanently installed air 

conditioning or similar?. 

Multiple choice 

1. Yes 

2. No 

Required 

7 If yes, when was the cooling system installed on 

the previous question? 

Answer in yyyy 

Small text Optional 

8 What is the annual water consumption? 

Answer in m^3/year. How many cbm of water 

are consumed in the home annually? (A villa 

consumes an average of about 130 - 170 

cbm/year) 

Small text Required 

9 Is there an electric vehicle that is used and 

charged from the house? 

Multiple choice 

1. Yes 

2. No 

Required 

10 If yes, on the previous question, when was the 

electric vehicle purchased? 

Answer in yyyy 

Small text Optional 

11 Is there a sauna in the building? Multiple choice 

1. Yes 

2. No 

Required 

12 Is there a pool adjacent to the building? Multiple choice 

1. Yes 

2. No 

Required 

Socio-Economic Demographics 

Description: This section is optional for you to answer. It is included because all the data from this survey will 

also be used in a research study. The data will be anonymised. 

1 What is your sex? Multiple choice 

1. Female 

2. Male 

3. Intersex 

4. Prefer not to say 

5. Other 

Required 

2 What is your age? Small text Required 

3 Which best describes your current employment 

status? 

Multiple choice 

1. Employed full-time 

2. Employed part-time 

Required 
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3. Retired 

4. Not employed 

5. Other 

4 What is the highest degree or level of school 

you have completed? 

Multiple choice 

1. Less than a high school diploma 

2. High school diploma 

3. Bachelor’s degree (for example, 

BA, BS) 

4. Master’s, Professional, or 

Doctoral degree (for example, MA, 

MS, MBA, MD, JD, PhD) 

Required 

5 Including all income sources, which category 

best describes the total combined income of all 

household members for the last year, before 

taxes and deductions? 

Multiple choice 

1. Less than €5,000 

2. €5,000 - €7,499 

3. €7,500 - €9,999 

4. €10,000 - €12,499 

5. €12,500 - €14,999 

6. €15,000 - €19,999 

7. €20,000 - €24,999 

8. €25,000 - €29,999 

9. €30,000 - €34,999 

10. €35,000 - €39,999 

11. €40,000 - €49,999 

12. €50,000 - €59,999 

13. €60,000 - €74,999 

14. €75,000 - €99,999 

15. €100,000 - €149,999 

16. €150,000 or more 

Required 

 

During this scenario, the consumers' demographic dataset (Table 8) and the updated metadata (Table 

13) will be combined to create and evaluate different set-ups for the EVIDENT field experiments by 

leveraging ML clustering models. 

5.2.3 Methodology 

The methodology used for this scenario consists of five distinct steps, namely data collection, data 

cleaning and preparation, feature extraction and normalisation, clustering model training and model 

evaluation and, finally, insights. Figure 22 presents a schematic diagram of the followed methodology 

and how the previous steps are connected.  
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Data collection
Data cleaning and 

preparation

Feature extraction 
and normalization

Clustering model 
training

Clustering model 
evaluation

Insights

 

Figure 22 - Methodology for designing randomised control trialσ leveraging a Machine Learning data-driven pre-analysis 

In the proposed methodology, several steps are similar to the methodology followed in section 5.2.2, 

such as data collection, data cleaning and preparation, feature extraction, and normalisation. 

Nevertheless, ML models used and the methods we will use to evaluate the models differ. Since the 

objective is to define a neighbour class for our customers in this scenario, ML models for data 

clustering will be used. More specifically, the following models will be used:  

K-Means Clustering 

Clustering is a type of unsupervised learning where the references need to be drawn from unlabeled 

datasets. In clustering, the main goal is to divide the population into separate clusters so that the data 

points of one cluster are more similar to each other than the data points of another cluster. 

K-Means clustering, or simply k-means, is a centroid-based clustering algorithm., where each data 

point is assigned to a cluster based on a centroid. The goal is to identify the K number of groups in a 

dataset. Iteratively, the algorithm assigns data points to groups, and slowly the data points get 

clustered based on similar features. 

A centroid refers to the centre of a cluster. The number of centroids is the input that the K-Means 

algorithm needs to operate. At first, the data points' exact centre is unknown, so K-Means must 

initialise the centroids and then assign data points to the nearest cluster. The cluster assignment 

occurs by calculating the Euclidean distance between the data point and a centroid as follows: 

𝑑(𝑥, 𝑦) =  √∑(𝑥𝑖  − 𝑦𝑖)2

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

Each data point is assigned to the cluster whose distance between the data point and the centroid is 

minimum. Once the above process is finished for all data points, the centroids must be re-initialised 

by calculating the average of all data points in each cluster. This process is repeated until the optimal 

centroids emerge and the data point assignments to proper clusters are no longer needed. 
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Mean-Shift Clustering 

The Mean-Shift algorithm is a non-parametric clustering method. In contrast to K-Means, Mean-Shift 

does not require prior knowledge of the number of clusters. This algorithm is based on the concept of 

Kernel Density Estimation (KDE), which is a method to estimate the probability density function of a 

dataset. The KDE occurs by placing a kernel on each data point of the dataset. A kernel is a 

mathematical formula used to add weight to a point. There are many different types of kernels, but 

the most popular one is the Gaussian kernel. By adding all the individual kernels up, a probability 

density function occurs. A schematic diagram of the Mean-Shift Clustering is presented in Figure 23. 

 

Figure 23 - A schematic diagram of the Mean-Shift Clustering 

In a probability function, higher density regions will correspond to the regions with more points, and 

lower density regions will correspond to the regions with fewer points. Based on the above concept, 

Mean-Shift attempts to cluster each data point by assigning it to the closest high-density region. 

Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise 

Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) is a clustering algorithm that has 

been designed on the concept of separating areas based on their density (low, high). This principle 

allows it to generate clusters with any shape. It is not limited to convex-shaped clusters such ask-

means. The clusters are created based on the concept of core samples in high-density areas close to 

each other and a set of non-core samples in proximity to a core sample. Two input parameters are 

required to create a cluster using DBSCAN: the minimum number of samples needed to create a 

cluster and the distance that defines which samples are neighbours. As a result, the core samples are 

located in the dense areas of the vector space. Finally, samples that are further away from the 

predefined distance from a core sample are considered outliers. 

The greatest advantage of the DBSCAN is that it does not require defining the number of clusters and 

can create arbitrarily shaped clusters. Based on these two features, the DBSCAN is a suitable 

alternative for non-linearly separable clusters that cannot be created using k-means. Additionally, the 

only two parameters of the algorithm can be estimated from a domain expert if the data is well 

understood, creating clusters that visualise the expert's intuition. On the other hand, its use on high-
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dimensional data does not always offer satisfactory results because the distance measures often 

cannot depict the semantic similarity between the different samples. 

The most usual way to evaluate the performance of clustering algorithms is to count the similarity of 

the points, taking into account the distance between cluster points. The Silhouette Coefficient and 

Dunn’s Index metrics will be employed to evaluate the models.  

Silhouette Coefficient 

The Silhouette Coefficient for cluster analysis is calculated as a mean value of all individual Silhouette 

Coefficients for each sample on the dataset. Silhouette Coefficient 𝑠 is formed as:  

𝑠 =  
𝑏 − 𝑎

max (𝑎, 𝑏)
 

Where a denotes the mean distance between a sample and all other points in the same cluster and 𝑏 

calculates the mean distance between a sample and all other points in the nearest cluster. Thus, the 

Silhouette Coefficient score is higher when the clustering analysis concerns highly dense clusters and 

lower for incorrect clustered datasets. In general, the Silhouette Coefficient is bounded between -1 

and +1. 

Dunn’s Index 

Dunn index is an internal evaluation scheme since the metric is based on the data used in the clustering 

algorithm. For a specific number of clusters, Dunn’s index is defined as: 

 

where 𝑑(𝑐𝑖, 𝑐𝑗) is the dissimilarity function between two clusters 𝑐𝑖 and 𝑐𝑗 While 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚(𝑐) is defined 

as the diameter of a cluster, which may be considered a measure of clusters’ dispersion. The 

dissimilarity function between two clusters 𝑐𝑖 and 𝑐𝑗 is defined as: 

 

While the diameter of a cluster 𝐶 is be defined as follows:  

 

Thus, higher values in the Dunn index indicates well separated and compact clusters with low variance 

between the members, while higher values suggest the opposite. 

In summary, section 5.2 presented the methodology we will follow in the second scenario of use case 

3. Using ML techniques, we will try to identify and evaluate additional set-ups for the field experiments 
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carried out in use cases 1 and 2. Based on the selected evaluation metrics, simpler experiment set-ups 

that could lead to better insights can be identified. 

 Ethics and Data Protection 

The EVIDENT consortium strives to ensure that all activities conform to GDPR and other relevant and 

applicable European personal data protection rules and regulations. The requirements and relevant 

actions are provided in the project's Grant Agreement (e.g., Grant Agreement (Articles 36 and 39) and 

the activities are monitored by the project's Ethics Manager and the Ethics and Privacy Committee 

(EPC). In addition, the EVIDENT project has received research ethics clearance from the relevant 

committees of various consortium partners (e.g., Joint Research Centre, Trinity College Dublin) and 

the relevant Horizon 2020 committee. 

An overview of EVIDENT's actions on data protection (e.g., compliance with GDPR), measures to 

ensure data protection, and the Data Protection Officer's responsibilities are described in D2.3 'Serious 

Game Implementation Design' (pages 64-67). 

In addition to the above and within the context of this deliverable, ethical considerations relevant to 

using AI techniques, especially ML, are considered. For example, AI applications relevant to profiling 

people, supporting decisions for incarceration, detecting tax evasion. May raise ethical concerns, 

especially if they replicate biases existing in past data while presenting the results as neutral. Annoni 

et al. [81] provide an overview of such issues and concerns. Several national and European legislative 

and regulatory initiatives have been conducted to address the above concerns, with more to come. 

For example, the European Commission published in 2019 the (non-binding) 'Ethics guidelines for 

trustworthy AI' [81], prepared by the Independent High-Level Expert Group on AI. 

AI techniques to be implemented in EVIDENT do not have ethical implications. The techniques will use 

neutral, anonymous data mostly collected from smart electricity meters. Also, the results aim to 

indicate aggregated electricity consumption patterns. 
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6. Conclusion 

The EVIDENT project aims to create a common process for combining behavioural characteristics and 

practices into Big Data algorithms. Considerable action is needed to determine the most effective 

design to support data mining and energy analysis. This document ensures that the strategies are 

employed across use cases. The processes present in this document will allow the EVIDENT project to 

answer several o research questions concerning the role of Big Data in assessing the impact of 

behavioural insights.  

Use cases 1 and 2 plan to examine the importance of consumer feedback and intervention 

effectiveness in residential users. Use case 3, the role of Big Data in assessing the impact of behavioural 

insights in energy consumption will estimate consumption behavioural tendencies with consumer 

financial literacy. Use case 5 will evaluate the potential nonlinearities of the energy demand curves. 

The data aggregation aims to enhance the current state of the art of predictive analytics in an energy-

related application and examine when behavioural patterns add value, whether it is complementary 

to existing methods and whether it is subject to improvements with increasingly bigger training data. 

As such, it is obvious that the processes used across the various EVIDENT Big Data mining experiments 

should particularly improve our learning of the role of insights in energy consumption and contribute 

to policy knowledge. 
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